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 Spirals of Trust? The Effect of Descriptive

 Representation on the Relationship
 Between Citizens and Their Government

 Claudine Gay Stanford University

 Research on black representation in

 Congress emphasizes the material

 gains associated with black office

 holding over the intangible goods

 associated with citizens' ability to

 identify racially with their legislators.
 This article considers the effect of

 descriptive representation on the

 relationships among citizens, legisla?

 tors, and the Congress. With data
 from the 1980-1998 ANES, I show

 that whites and blacks differ in the

 value they place on descriptive repre?
 sentation. White constituents more

 favorably assess and are more likely
 to contact representatives with whom

 they racially identify. This tendency is

 partially explained by racial differ-

 ences in legislators' ideological pro-
 files, but also reflects extrapolicy and

 explicit racial concems. Black con?

 stituents place less significance on

 descriptive representation, although

 they are more likely to contact black

 representatives. Although the relation?

 ships between legislators and their

 constituents are influenced by race,

 perceptions of Congress as an institu-

 tion are not affected by constituents'

 ability to identify racially with their

 representatives.

 For more than a decade, social scientists have debated the substantive
 merits of black congressional representation. Although scholarly
 consensus remains elusive, empirical research has shed light on the

 links among race, legislative behavior, and policy outcomes favorable to mi-

 nority communities. We know comparatively little, however, about how
 constituents, both black and white, value black representation. What, if any,

 significance do constituents attribute to the race of their representatives

 and to the growing racial diversity of a legislative body traditionally domi-

 nated by whites? Prior research on minority political leadership at the local

 level suggests that descriptive representation can favorably affect attitudes

 towards public officials and institutions, with broad implications for the

 political dynamics within American cities. As early as 1968, the Kerner
 Commission identified the lack of black representation in city government

 as a force exacerbating the political alienation and distrust that contributed

 to the urban unrest of the 1960s (National Advisory Commission on Civil
 Disorders 1968).

 Here I address whether black representation in Congress affects citi-

 zens' political orientations. In particular, I ask: Does a constituent's ability

 to identify racially with her member of Congress (MC) affect her percep-
 tions of that legislator and of Congress as an institution? To what extent

 does a constituent's response derive from nonracial considerations such as

 shared interests and policy priorities? Drawing on 18 years of survey data

 from the American National Election Study (ANES), I show that white and

 black constituents differ in the value they place on descriptive representa?

 tion, in general, and black representation, in particular. White constituents

 more favorably assess and are more likely to contact representatives with

 whom they racially identify. This preference for white legislators is partially

 Claudine Gay is Assistant Professor of Political Science, Stanford University, Encina Hall
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 718 CLAUDINE GAY

 explained by racial differences in legislators5 ideological

 profiles, but also reflects extrapolicy and, to a limited de?

 gree, explicitly racial considerations. By contrast, black

 constituents place less significance on black representa?

 tion per se. More narrowly motivated by policy concerns,

 black constituents feel equally well represented by white

 or black legislators who share their policy preferences, al?

 though they are more likely to contact black representa?

 tives. While the relationships between elected representa?

 tives and their constituents can be influenced by race,
 perceptions of Congress are not affected by constituents'

 ability to identify racially with their representatives. In

 closing, I discuss the implications of these findings for
 empirical research on minority representation and argue

 for the need to widen the scope of inquiry to include
 more than the study of policy responsiveness.

 Race as a Basis for Political Trust

 Empirical research on black representation in Congress
 defines the political significance of race primarily in
 terms of legislators' behavior, focusing on policy respon?
 siveness and constituency service (Lublin 1997; Canon
 1999). This research overlooks the effect of descriptive
 representation on constituents5 perceptions of their gov?

 ernment. Scholars have not ignored altogether the poten?

 tial symbolic value of descriptive representation but they

 have presented these "intangible goods55 as matters of in?

 dividual psychology without clear political implications.

 Yet, as Mansbridge argues, descriptive representation can

 "forge bonds of trust55 between legislator and constituent,

 enhancing the "feeling of inclusion,55 which, in turn,
 makes "the polity democratically more legitimate in
 one5s eyes55 (1999, 641 and 651). In a representative de-

 mocracy where perceptions of legitimacy are critical to
 systemic stability, the "spiral of trust55 set in motion by

 descriptive representation may have real implications for
 political life (Williams 1998,172).

 Studies of minority office holding at the local level

 underscore the potential significance of a citizen's ability
 to identify racially with prominent political actors. Black
 control of the mayor's office can enhance political trust
 among African Americans, contributing to more favor?
 able impressions of city government as a whole; and, con-

 versely, the election ofa black mayor may precipitate a de-

 cline in trust among whites, although the empirical
 findings remain inconclusive (Abney and Hutcheson
 1981; Howell and Fagan 1988; Bobo and Gilliam 1990;
 Gilliam 1996).

 Members of Congress behave as if their personal at-

 tributes play a critical role in securing the trust and elec-

 toral support of their constituents. Fenno reports on the

 lengths to which members go to stress their identification

 with constituents (1978, chapter 3). Recognizing that
 trust is built, in part, on public gestures that signal "I am

 one of you," a representative will adapt her language (e.g.,

 "We in California") and even her attire (e.g., khakis at a

 Silicon Valley campaign stop) to establish a link between

 herself and her constituents. The objective: to win the
 general accolade "she's a good woman," what Fenno de-
 fines as the essence of trust.

 Bianco (1994) attributes the premium constituents
 place on identification to their desire for representatives
 who share their values and interests. Personal attributes

 are assumed to signal policy concerns; constituents, be-
 having as policy-minded actors, reason from "I am one
 of you" to, as Fenno puts it, "I think the way you do and I

 care about the same things you do" (1978,58). This belief

 about common interests may determine the level of trust

 established in the member-constituent relationship.

 To secure favorable policy outcomes, constituents
 may give special weight to racial identification. Race as a
 cue is a low-cost alternative to more detailed informa?

 tion about a legislator's stands and, importantly, is virtu-

 ally impossible to manipulate. Just as constituents might
 be expected to ignore attributes (e.g., hair color) that do

 not impart useful information about a representative's
 policy concerns, they also may discount actions that are

 the products of strategic political calculation (Bianco
 1994, Chapter 3; Fenno 1978, Chapter 3). A constituent's

 ability to identify racially with her member of Congress

 may assume special significance because race is a "signal
 that speaks louder than words, or at least with more
 meaning" (Bianco 1994,153). In research on black may-
 ors, scholars have linked the response to black office
 holding in part to assumptions about likely respon-
 siveness, to the tendency to define black elected officials

 as the "specialized representatives of black people"
 (Conyers and Wallace 1976,115).

 Constituents may also place a premium on racial
 identification because of cultural forces or other extra-

 policy goals. Favorable assessment of elected officials and
 governmental institutions may turn on factors such as
 racial group consciousness or racial prejudice, which
 have been shown to influence political attitudes among
 whites and blacks (Dawson 1994; Kinder and Sanders
 1996; Reeves 1997). Additionally, constituents may value
 more than policy responsiveness but also "accessibility"
 and the "assurance that two-way communication is pos-
 sible" (Fenno 1978, 239-40). Descriptive representa?
 tion?perhaps by circumventing the social and psycho-
 logical barriers that impair interracial communication,
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION J19

 or perhaps as a result of legislators5 personal outreach to

 groups perceived to be their "natural55 constituency?
 may address such concerns. Thus, the ability to identify

 racially with an elected official may not trump the desire
 for favorable policy outcomes, but it may contribute to
 levels of trust that exceed expectations about the tangible

 policy gains associated with descriptive representation.
 In sum, the shared experience "imperfectly cap-

 tured55 by descriptive representation can form the basis

 for greater trust in public officials and institutions
 (Mansbridge 1999, 641). This suggests that the political
 significance of black representation in Congress may ex-

 tend beyond the process of representation itself. Assump-
 tions about the likelihood of common interests, as well as

 extrapolicy and explicitly racial concerns, should lead
 constituents to favor representatives with whom they ra?

 cially identify. In addition to feeling better represented by

 these legislators, I would expect descriptively represented
 constituents, more convinced of Congress5s legitimacy, to

 more favorably assess the institution.

 Data, Measures, and
 Methodological Issues

 To test these propositions, I use data from a pooled
 sample of the ANES. The sample includes ten biennial
 election surveys conducted between 1980 and 1998.
 Pooling multiple surveys increases not only the number
 of black respondents but also the number of respondents

 represented by African-American House members.
 Nineteen hundred (1900) respondents self-identified as
 black; 13,028 as white. Using information available in an-

 nual political almanacs, I identified the 785 respondents
 (483 blacks, 302 whites) represented by black members
 of Congress at the time of the interview (November of
 the election year). All but 58 of these respondents lived in

 majority-minority congressional districts.
 For each member of Congress whose constituents

 responded in the ANES, I assembled data on party affili-
 ation and tenure. A total of 8941 respondents, including

 all ofthe respondents with black representatives, were rep?

 resented by Democratic House members. Because I am
 interested primarily in the effect of a representative5s race

 on constituents5 attitudes, I analyze only the respondents
 represented by Democrats. Two black Republicans, Gary
 Franks of Connecticut (1991-1997) and J.C. Watts of
 Oklahoma (1995-present) served in the House between
 1980 and 1998; none ofthe ANES respondents are drawn
 from either of these two districts. Tenure is measured as

 the number of consecutive years served by the respon-

 dent's representative. For respondents represented by
 white Democrats, the median tenure was eight years;
 black Democrats, six years.

 For each member of Congress, I also include her
 Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) score as a mea-

 sure of ideological position. The scores are inflation ad-
 justed using the methodology developed in Groseclose,
 Levitt, and Snyder (1999) to allow for comparisons
 across time. The median inflation-adjusted ADA score
 for respondents represented by white Democrats was
 68.9; black Democrats, 90.4.l

 Scores of items on the ANES assess respondents' ori-

 entation toward public officials and institutions. I first

 consider the member-constituent relationship. How do
 constituents feel about the elected officials who serve

 them and the quality of the representation they provide?

 Of particular interest is the degree to which members
 succeed in securing the trust of the people they repre-
 sent?an achievement with implications for subsequent
 electoral support and, as Bianco (1994) argues, for the
 amount of discretion legislators can exercise in their vot?

 ing behavior. Although Bianco (1994) focuses on discrete

 trust decisions involving high-salience policy proposals,
 arguing that trust is "conditional and contextual," he
 concedes that some legislators may be trusted more often

 than others because they "hold a mix of actions or at?
 tributes that signals common interest across a wide range

 of policy areas" (1994,152).2 This more generalized sense
 of trust is of interest here.

 Four survey items assess levels of trust: (1) If you
 had a problem that [your current MC] could do some-
 thing about, do you think s/he would be very helpful,
 somewhat helpful, not very helpful, or does it depend?

 (2) Do you happen to remember anything special that
 [your current MC] has done for his/her district or for the

 people of his/her district while s/he has been in Con?
 gress? (3) Using the (Feeling) thermometer, how would
 you rate [your current MC]? (4) In general, do you ap-
 prove or disapprove of the way [your current MC] has
 been handling his/her job?

 Additionally, respondents were asked, "Have you (or

 anyone in your family living here) ever contacted [your

 lrThe racial difference in the median inflation-adjusted ADA score
 varies by region and is greatest in the South. The median ADA
 score for respondents represented by Southern white Democrats is
 44.2; by Southern black Democrats, 92.6. Outside the South, the
 median scores for white and black Democrats are 78.8 and 90.4,
 respectively.

 2As Bianco (1994) defines it, trust exists when a constituent evalu-
 ates, or is prepared to evaluate, a member of Congress favorably
 regardless of how that member votes on a given piece of legisla?
 tion. In the absence of trust, a member receives favorable evalua-
 tions only if she acts as her constituents think best.
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 J20 CLAUDINE GAY

 current MC] or anyone in his/her office?55 This final item

 allows me to test Mansbridge5s (1999) assertion that de?

 scriptive representation can facilitate vertical communi-

 cation between legislators and constituents.

 Secondly, I consider attitudes toward Congress as an
 institution. Does a constituent5s ability to identify racially
 with her MC contribute to a more favorable assessment

 of the institution? Such public approval is critical to the

 perceived legitimacy ofthe institution, its legislative pro-

 cess, and its policy outputs. Research on black mayors
 suggests that descriptive representation and trust in
 governmental institutions are closely linked. However,
 scholars have also shown that public attitudes toward
 Congress are only weakly correlated with support for
 congressional incumbents (Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina
 1987; Hibbing and Theiss-Moore 1995; Durr, Gilmour,
 and Wolbrecht 1997). As Durr, Gilmour, and Wolbrecht

 observe, "members of Congress manage to remain popu-

 lar and win reelection despite the low opinion the public

 has of Congress as a whole55 (1997, 177). Cain, Ferejohn,
 and Fiorina speculate that this disparity in judgments
 may stem from the disparity in popular expectations
 about legislators and the legislature: "The institution is
 held up against programmatic standards more so than its

 members, who instead are judged according to their per-

 sonal characteristics, accessibility, and solicitude for the
 concerns of constituents55 (1987,202).

 One ANES item measures opinion in this area: Do
 you approve of the way the U.S. Congress is handling
 its job?

 The ANES includes data on respondent's demo-
 graphic characteristics and political predispositions, in-
 cluding gender, age, educational attainment, income,
 southern residence, party affiliation, and ideology. Prior
 research has documented the influence of such factors on

 congressional approval and electoral support for Demo?
 cratic candidates. Furthermore, an analysis of the ANES
 revealed that the respondents represented by black
 Democrats differ systematically from those represented

 by white Democrats on some of these factors. The black
 respondents with black MCs are, on average, older (45
 versus 42 years), less likely to live in the South (36 per?
 cent versus 67 percent), and more likely to self-identify as

 Democrats (89 percent versus 82 percent) and liberals
 (41 percent versus 33 percent) than are respondents rep?

 resented by white Democrats. The white respondents
 with black MCs are younger (44 versus 45 years) and
 more likely to self-identify as Democrats (58 percent ver?

 sus 51 percent) and liberals (33 percent versus 27 per?
 cent). Mean educational attainment and income are
 slightly higher among the black and white respondents
 represented by black members of Congress. Because

 these demographic characteristics and political predispo-

 sitions vary systematically with the race of the represen-

 tative and are likely to affect citizens' political attitudes,

 they are incorporated in the subsequent analysis as con?
 trol variables.

 Finally, the analysis of public opinion often is ham-

 pered by the pervasive problem of incomplete data due to

 item nonresponse in surveys. This research is no excep-

 tion; although per-item rates of missingness are low, only

 50 percent of white and 48 percent of black ANES respon?

 dents provided answers on all of the survey items of inter?

 est. Political scientists typically have relied on listwise de-

 letion when coping with the problem of missing data on
 both explanatory and dependent variables. However, stat-

 isticians and methodologists have demonstrated repeat-
 edly that multiple imputation outperforms listwise dele-

 tion as a solution to the problem of item nonresponse
 (Schafer and Olsen 1998; King et al. 2001). Multiple im?
 putation, which assumes that information in the observed

 data provides indirect evidence about the likely values of

 the unobserved data, can correct for the ineffrciency and
 bias that result from listwise deletion. The method in-

 volves the imputation of m possible values for each miss?

 ing item in the data matrix and the creation of m com-

 pleted datasets, each of which can then be analyzed using
 standard complete-data statistical methods. The statistical

 results are combined across datasets using formulas that

 formally incorporate missing-data uncertainty.
 After verifying that my data met the conditions un?

 der which multiple imputation would be preferable to
 listwise deletion?namely, it is possible to predict that a
 cell in the data matrix is missing?I used King et al.'s
 (2001) EMis algorithm (and accompanying software,
 AMELIA) to implement multiple imputation.3 Each im-

 3King et al. (2001) identify four conditions, a/Z of which must hold,
 in order for listwise deletion to be preferable to multiple imputa-
 tion: (1) The analysis model is conditional on X (i.e., explanatory
 variables containing missing data), and the functional form is
 known to be correctly specified; (2) There is nonignorable (NI)
 missingness (i.e., the probability that a cell is missing depends on
 the unobserved value of the missing response) in X, and there are
 no other variables available that could be used in the imputation
 model to predict X; (3) Missingness in Xis not a function of Y(i.e.,
 the dependent variable containing missing data) and unobserved
 omitted variables that affect Ydo not exist; (4) The number of ob-
 servations left after listwise deletion should be so large that the ef-
 ficiency loss from listwise deletion does not counterbalance the bi-
 ases induced by the other conditions.

 Although my analysis model is conditional on X, my data did
 not meet the other conditions necessary in order to justify the use
 of listwise deletion. In a series of regressions, I tested to see
 whether missingness in each of the survey items of interest could
 be predicted. Among the patterns I observed: Missingness on ide-
 ology, the explanatory variable with the highest rate of missing
 data (16.85 percent), could be predicted by partisan identification,
 gender, age, education, income, and level of political knowledge.
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION J21

 putation model uses a broad array of variables (including

 all of the variables to be used in the subsequent statistical

 analysis) to predict the pattern of missingness and to
 generate five complete datasets.4 Each dataset then was
 analyzed using the appropriate statistical model. The re?

 sults listed in the proceeding tables are the combined re?

 sults across datasets, calculated using the formulas devel-

 oped in Rubin (1987). The goodness of fit measures
 included in the tables are computed by averaging across
 the datasets.

 Descriptive Representation and the
 Member-Constituent Relationship

 On average, constituents more favorably assess represen?

 tatives with whom they are able to identify racially. Table

 1 reports mean evaluations of Democratic legislators,
 grouped by the race and party affiliation of respondents.

 While partisanship clearly exerts a strong influence on the

 member-constituent relationship, with self-identified
 Democrats feeling better represented by Democratic leg?
 islators than do self-identified Republicans, descriptive

 Missingness on the dependent measures of interest typically was
 greatest among ideological conservatives, Republicans, the young,
 those with low incomes, and those represented by members of
 Congress who are black, have served many years, and have liberal
 voting records. (These "predictions" do notimply a causal relation-
 ship.) And while it is possible that there is NI missingness in at
 least one of the explanatory variables, income (9.86 percent miss?
 ing), I identified other variables (e.g., gender, age, education, em-
 ployment status, party identification) available in the ANES that
 can be used to predict these values. (Thus, the second condition is
 not met.) I used the results from these series of regressions to em-
 pirically verify that the data were not missing completely at random
 (MCAR) and to construct the imputation models.

 4 The EMis approach to multiple imputation was implemented us-
 ing AMELIA: A Program for Missing Data (Honaker et al. 1999). It
 was not feasible to construct a single model that included all of the
 relevant variables (both analysis variables and variables to be used
 only in the imputation process) because of memory constraints;
 AMELIA repeatedly crashed when the data matrix exceeded 7435
 observations x 25 variables. Instead, I constructed two separate
 models, one that included all variables relevant to the member-con-
 stituent dependent measures and one that included all variables rel?
 evant to the congressional approval measures. There was significant
 overlap between these models. The multiple imputation models
 were run separately for white and for black respondents.

 Each imputation process generated five complete datasets (20
 datasets total). Schafer and Olsen (1998) note that multiple impu?
 tation "can be highly efficient even for small values of m. In many
 applications, just 3-5 imputations are sufficient to obtain excellent
 results" (Schafer and Olsen 1998, 548). Using Rubin's (1987) for-
 mula for calculating the efficiency of estimates based on m impu?
 tations, I calculated that with m = 5 I achieve about 91 percent
 efficiency.

 representation consistently is associated with higher ap-

 proval ratings, greater familiarity with a legislator's record

 of service to the district, and more confidence in the qual-

 ity of a legislator's constituency service. For example, less

 than one-third of self-identified black Democrats expect

 that a white Democratic legislator would be "very helpful"

 in the resolution ofa problem, compared to 40 percent of

 the African American constituents represented by black

 Democrats. For whites and African Americans, descriptive
 representation increases the number of constituents who

 can recall any particulars about their member's record
 from one-in-six to more than one-in-four. Furthermore,

 whites and African Americans are 48 to 79 percent more

 likely, respectively, to contact legislators who share their
 racial group identification.

 Thus, a simple crosstabulation suggests that descrip?

 tive representation favorably affects the member-con-
 stituent relationship. Table 1 also reveals that the effect

 may be more pronounced among whites than among
 blacks; with the exception of the "recall" and contacting
 measures, the differences between the evaluations of

 white and black legislators are larger for white constitu?

 ents than they are for African Americans. In fact, African-

 Americans more favorably assess white Democratic legis?
 lators than white constituents assess black Democratic

 legislators. As a result, attitudes towards black Demo?
 cratic legislators appear more sharply polarized along ra?
 cial lines than do attitudes towards white Democrats.

 What accounts for the fact that descriptively-repre-

 sented constituents seem more satisfied with their repre?

 sentatives than do constituents who can not identify ra?

 cially with their MC? Bianco (1994) attributes voters'
 desire to be represented by someone like them to a "ra-

 tional" calculus aimed at securing favorable policy out-
 comes. The relationship in Table 1 between shared party
 affiliation and favorable evaluations is consistent with

 such an explanation. That constituents continue to favor

 legislators of the same race even after taking party into
 account suggests that partisanship alone may not allow
 for sharp inferences about a member's policy concerns.
 As noted earlier, there are substantial racial differences in

 the mean ADA scores of Democratic legislators, with
 black Democrats considerably more liberal than white
 Democrats.5 Some researchers have argued that black

 5 Constituents differ on whether they perceive racial differences in
 the ideological profiles of Democratic legislators. In seven of the
 ten ANES surveys, respondents were asked to place their incum-
 bents on a seven-point ideology scale, ranging from 1 (extremely
 liberal) to 7 (extremely conservative). White constituents place
 white Southern Democrats 1.09 points higher (more conservative)
 on the ideology scale than they do black Southern Democrats; out-
 side the South, white Democrats score. 70 points higher on the
 scale than do black Democratic legislators. Each of these racial
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 722  CLAUDINE GAY

 Table 1 Attitudes and Behavior Toward Democratic Representatives

 Note: Table entries are the combined descriptive statistics across five multiply imputed datasets. Too few respondents self?identified as Black Repub-
 licans to be included in the table. The values listed in column one ("MC as Resource") capture the percentage of respondents indicating the incum-
 bent would by "very helpful." "L" indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05) between the evaluations of White Democratic Legislators and
 Black Democratic Legislators by the respondent group. "R" indicates a statistically significant (Racial) difference (p<.05) between the evaluations of
 Black Democratic legislators by white Democratic constituents and black Democratic constituents. "P" indicates a statistically significant (Partisan) dif?
 ference (p<.05) between the evaluations of Black Democratic legislators by white Democratic constituents and white Republican constituents. Super-
 scripts identify only those relationships that are statistically significant in each of five imputed datasets.

 politicians' crossover appeal is handicapped primarily by

 the perception that they are too liberal (Sigelman et al.
 1995). Gilliam (1996), in his study of Los Angeles, found

 that white attitudes towards a black mayor were heavily

 influenced by perceptions of ideological compatibility, a

 result consistent with Sigelman et al.'s (1995) hypothesis.

 To determine whether the relationships observed in

 Table 1 reflect the rational calculations of policy-minded

 constituents, I estimated a series of equations that
 included measures of ideological placement and parti-
 sanship for members and constituents, as well as other
 relevant member characteristics and individual demo-

 graphic variables. In addition to the race of the member

 differences is statistically significant. Furthermore, when regress-
 ing the perceived ideology measure on both the race and actual
 ADA score of the incumbent legislator, with separate models for
 each region (i.e., South-Non South), I find that black Democrats
 are perceived as more liberal than whites (1.03 points in the South,
 .54 points elsewhere) even after controlling for their actual ideo?
 logical profiles. By contrast, among black constituents, there is no
 statistically significant difference in the ideological placement of
 white and black Democratic legislators, regardless of region.

 Perceived ideology is not included in the subsequent regres-
 sion analysis. The perceived ideology item was not asked in 1984,
 1988, or 1992. In the seven ANES surveys that included the item,
 the nonresponse rate was high: only 51.6 percent of the respon?
 dents represented by Democratic legislators answered this ques-
 tion. (By comparison, the response rates on the six dependent
 measures ranged from 60.3 percent to 80.9 percent.) Rather than
 lose thousands of cases from 1984,1988, and 1992,1 chose an ide?
 ology measure for which I have complete information. The ADA
 scores have the additional advantage of being both objective and
 clearly exogenous from the dependent variables.

 of Congress, each model includes interaction terms be?
 tween the member's ADA score and the respondent's level
 of political knowledge. The likelihood that a constituent

 will take into account a member's voting record and
 bring it to bear in her assessment of that member is con?

 ditional on how politically well informed that constituent

 is (Zaller 1992; Bartels 1996). More knowledgeable con?
 stituents are more likely to be aware of their members'

 legislative records and, if they are motivated by policy
 concerns, more likely to link legislative behavior and atti?
 tudes. The models also include interaction terms between

 the race of the member and the ideological self-place-
 ment of the constituent. If assessments of black Demo?

 crats were affected by the perception that they are more

 liberal than their white counterparts, I would expect
 more liberal respondents to judge black representatives
 more favorably than do more conservative respondents.

 The models also take into account the number of

 years a member has served in the House. Longer tenure
 increases the probability that shared values and interests
 between members and constituents will be demonstrated

 and perceived, providing a basis for more favorable
 evaluations. Over time, legislators may be able to build a
 reputation for trust, even if they did not come into office

 with that reputation ready made. As noted earlier, con?
 stituents represented by black Democrats are repre?
 sented, on average, by a legislator who has served only six

 years, compared to the eight year average for the con?
 stituents of white Democrats. The assessment of black

 Democrats may be a product, in part, of their relatively
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION 723

 short tenure and, as a result, their limited opportunity to

 win over skeptics through their performance in office.

 Finally, each model controls for several individual-
 level characteristics that might influence assessments of

 Democratic legislators, including gender, education, age,
 income, and southern residence. An interaction term be?
 tween southern residence and the race of the member of

 Congress is also included. Because prior research has
 shown that issues of race are particularly salient in the
 South, I would expect the relationship between the race of

 a member of Congress and her evaluation by constituents
 to be more pronounced in that region than elsewhere.
 Table 2 presents the coefficients from the equations.

 Even controlling for the ideological differences
 among white and black Democratic legislators, as well as

 for ideological and demographic differences among con?
 stituents, the relationships depicted in Table 2 for whites

 are similar to the patterns observed in the initial cross-

 tabulation. While partisan affiliation affects how white
 constituents evaluate Democratic legislators, on every
 measure they assess black Democrats less favorably than

 they do similar white MCs. The model predicts that the

 average white Democratic constituent, where average is
 defined by the mean value on each of the independent
 variables, represented by a black Democratic MC is 15.6
 percentage points (27.6 percent versus 43.1 percent) less
 likely to consider her MC "very helpful" 27.7 percentage

 points (51.3 percent versus 79 percent) less likely to recall
 her MCs efforts, and 23.6 percentage points (31.9 per?
 cent versus 55.6 percent) less likely to approve of her
 MCs job performance than the same average constituent

 represented by a white Democratic MC.6 On the feeling
 thermometer scale, white constituents assign black mem?

 bers of Congress scores that trail those of white Demo?

 crats by 11 points.

 Unlike past research, I find no evidence that the
 effect of the legislator's race on the assessment of Demo?
 cratic members varies with constituent's ideological self-

 identification. Liberal whites represented by African-
 American MCs are no more likely to assess these
 legislators favorably than are moderate or conservative
 whites. In none of the equations listed in Table 2 (for
 whites) are the interaction effects between black repre?

 sentation and individual ideology statistically significant.

 6 Mean values used in the calculation ofthe predicted probabilities:
 Tenure =10.8 years; ADA Score = 66.4; Age = 45 years; Education =
 3.75 (between high school [3] and some post-graduate [4]); In?
 come = 2.89 (between 17 and 33 percentile [2] and 34-67 percen-
 tile [3]). For the categorical variables, the predicted probabilities
 assume the constituent is a non-Southern woman, self-identified
 as a Democrat and ideological conservative, and with a medium
 level of political knowledge.

 This result is at odds with earlier hypotheses that Afri-

 can-American politicians are primarily handicapped by
 the perception that they are too liberal. If ideological
 conflict were to blame for white American's more limited

 receptivity to Black Democratic legislators, we would ex-

 pect to observe ideological differences among whites in
 their assessments of these legislators.

 This is not to say that ideology plays no role in
 whites' assessments of Democratic legislators in general
 and black Democrats in particular. With the exception of

 overall job approval, black Democratic legislators are
 clearly hurt by their comparatively high ADA scores. As

 one example, legislators with higher ADA scores receive

 lower feeling thermometer ratings: every one-point in-
 crease in the MC's ADA score is associated with a half-

 point decline on the thermometer scale. For politically
 well-informed whites, a member's ideological profile has

 little effect on whether they are likely to recall her efforts
 on behalf of the district or consider her a resource in the

 resolution of a constituent's problem.7 But for less well-
 informed constituents (i.e., those with medium to low

 scores on the political knowledge measure), the higher
 ADA scores typical of black Democratic MCs result in
 less favorable assessments.

 Although the member-constituent relationship varies

 with the incumbent legislator's length of service, black
 Democrats' relatively short tenure cannot fully account
 for the less favorable evaluations of white constituents. In

 fact, white constituents, though less likely to recall the ef?

 forts of relatively new legislators, are more likely to ap-

 prove of their job performance and to consider them po?
 tential resources. I also tested a model that included an

 interaction term between the race of the representative

 and the length of service. The coefficient on the interac?
 tion term was statistically insignificant: there is no evi-

 dence that the effect of race varies based on the legislator's

 length of service?or, put another way, that experience in
 office assumes added importance when white constitu?
 ents are not able to identify racially with their MC.

 Whereas whites' attitudes vary systematically with
 race, the attitudes of African Americans are seemingly
 unaffected by their ability to identify racially with their

 elected representatives. No significant differences exist

 among black constituents in their assessments of Demo?
 cratic legislators based on their ability to identify racially

 with the member of Congress. On every measure, the
 coefficient on black representation is statistically in?
 significant.

 7 The total effect of legislator ideology for well-informed whites is
 calculated as the sum of the coefficient on "ADA Score" and the co?
 efficient on the interaction term "ADA Score x Hi Info."
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION 725

 What appears in Table 1 to be a clear preference for

 descriptive representation on the part of African Ameri-

 cans is, in reality, a function ofthe ideological differences

 that separate white and black Democratic legislators. It is

 ideology that drives African-Americans' assessments of
 Democratic MCs. With the exception of overall job ap?
 proval, black constituents who are at least moderately
 well informed about politics and public affairs more fa?

 vorably assess Democrats with more liberal political pro-

 files. Only black constituents with low levels of political

 knowledge?constituents who are not likely to know
 much about their legislator's voting record?do not take
 into account their members' ideology when making
 judgments about them. Interestingly, however, lack of
 political information does not heighten the salience of
 race. In a series of regressions that added interaction
 terms between the race of the MC and individual politi?

 cal knowledge to the initial set of predictors, the interac?
 tion effects were consistently statistically insignificant.
 That is, there was no evidence that race matters more to

 constituents without the political knowledge necessary to
 root their assessments in a member's actual voting
 record. Quite simply, for even the most poorly informed

 constituents the ability to identify racially with their
 member of Congress has no independent effect on the
 member-constituent relationship.

 Further, the effect of race on African-American as?

 sessments does not vary at all with individual ideology.
 As demonstrated by the insignificant coefficients on the
 interaction between the race of the MC and individual

 ideology, self-identified liberals are no more likely to fa?

 vorably assess black representatives than are black mod-
 erates and conservatives.

 But if the evidence suggests that only white constitu?

 ents put a premium on race when evaluating a member
 of Congress, then what explains the patterns of particu-

 larized contacting observed in Table 1, where African-
 American behavior varies more sharply with the race of
 the MC than does white behavior? To test whether the re?

 lationship between contacting and descriptive represen?

 tation arises from constituents' policy concerns alone, I

 regressed the contacting item on the same set of predic-
 tors used in Table 2. The results are listed in Table 3.

 Policy concerns clearly influence the likelihood that
 a white or black constituent has contacted a Democratic

 legislator. Similar to the results from Table 2, black

 Table 3 Predicting Contacting of Democratic Representatives

 Whites Blacks

 Variables_(Logit)_(Logit)_
 Constant -2.96 (.245)*** -4.12 (.782)***

 .980 (.396)**
 .043 (.012)***

 -.009 (.007)
 .011 (.004)***
 .007 (.003)**

 -.437 (.406)
 -.685 (.525)
 .434 (.478)

 -.349 (.348)
 -.793 (.671)
 .720 (.313)**
 .349 (.300)
 .007 (.196)
 .010 (.006)
 .084 (.079)
 .255 (.113)*
 .190 (.348)

 1506

 -493.18

 Note: Coefficient and standard error (in parentheses) estimates, and goodness of fit measures are com?
 bined statistical results across five multiply imputed datasets. *p<.05, **p<.02, ***p<.01.
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 726 CLAUDINE GAY

 constituents who are at least moderately well informed

 about politics are more likely to contact legislators with

 more liberal voting records. Whites who score high on
 the political knowledge scale are also more likely to con?
 tact liberal members of Congress than conservative
 members, even when taking individual ideology into ac?

 count. By comparison, white constituents with only low

 or moderate levels of political information are less likely

 to contact members with high ADA scores.

 After controlling for the ideological differences
 among Democratic legislators, the race of a member of
 Congress continues to affect the likelihood that a white or

 black constituent has contacted that legislator. The aver?

 age black Democratic constituent represented by a black

 legislator is almost twice as likely to have contacted her

 MC than a black constituent represented by a white
 Democrat (16.7 percent versus 8.8 percent).8 For the aver?

 age white constituent, the likelihood of having contacted

 a legislator is 11.4 percentage points (8 percent versus 19.5

 percent) lower under black representation than under
 white representation. Further, no significant differences
 exist among white or black constituents in the effect of

 race based on constituent's ideological self-identification.

 Regardless of individual ideology, constituents are more

 likely to contact a legislator of their own race than they are

 a legislator with whom they do not racially identify. These

 results support Mansbridge's (1999) contention that de?
 scriptive representation facilitates vertical communica-

 tion between representatives and constituents.

 Thus, a constituent's ability to identify racially with

 her member of Congress can influence her relationship
 with that legislator in concrete ways. For whites, the con-

 sequences extend to both the attitudes and the behavior

 that define the member-constituent relationship. For Af-

 rican Americans, it is only in their willingness to contact

 elected representatives that one observes a clear prefer?
 ence for descriptive representation.
 The effect of race in the member-constituent rela?

 tionship may be a product of extrapolicy concerns such

 as accessibility. White constituents, perhaps believing
 that the first priority of black legislators is to serve the
 African-American community, may feel these represen?
 tatives are not available to them as resources. The "assur-

 ance of two-way communication" (Fenno 1978, 239)

 8 Mean values used in the calculation ofthe predicted probabilities:
 Tenure = 10; ADA Score = 66.1; Age = 43.3; Education = 3.3 (be?
 tween high school [3] and some post-graduate [4]); Income = 2.3
 (between 17 and 33 percentile [2] and 34-67 percentile [3]). For
 the categorical variables, the predicted probabilities assume the
 constituent is a southern woman, self-identified as a Democrat
 and ideological conservative (38 percent of black survey sample
 identifies as conservative; 35 percent as liberal), and with a me-
 dium level of political knowledge.

 valued by white constituents may be lacking in the ab-
 sence of descriptive representation, leading to less favor?
 able overall assessments and to doubt over the ease and

 usefulness of contacting. While Canon (1999) finds that
 black legislators differ significantly in the amount of at-
 tention focused on the white and African-American

 communities in their districts, with many representa?
 tives actively seeking to balance the needs of multiple
 constituencies, there are black legislators who largely ig-

 nore their white constituents, choosing to practice a
 "politics of difference" where priorities are defined in
 strictly racial terms. Until the recent post-1992 surge in

 the number of black congressional representatives,
 which brought with it greater diversity in representa-
 tional styles, the "politics of difference" was more preva-

 lent than the "politics of commonality," the approach
 adopted by many of the younger generation of black
 House members.

 Black legislators' extra attention to the needs of the

 African American community may resonate with black
 constituents. These efforts (e.g., the establishment of a

 downtown district office with a predominantly black
 staff) may have the effect of making particularized con?

 tacting appear less difficult. However, it is interesting to

 note that while descriptive representation may ease par?
 ticularized contacting for African Americans, it does not

 increase the perceived utility of contacting: black con?
 stituents are as likely to consider white legislators poten-

 tially "very helpful" as they are black legislators.

 A second possible explanation for the residual effect

 of race on the member-constituent relationship is that it

 reflects the racial biases held by whites and African
 Americans. Prior research has found racial prejudice to
 be an important determinant of white Americans' atti?

 tudes toward black political candidates. Perhaps white at?

 titudes and behavior toward black incumbent legislators

 derive from similar sentiments. Conversely, a combina-
 tion of racial group consciousness and a sense of comfort

 with same-race elected officials may account for African

 Americans' greater willingness to contact black legisla?
 tors. However, judging by the asymmetry in the relative
 effect of descriptive representation on white and black
 constituents, the predisposition towards favoring mem?
 bers of one's own race appears to be stronger among
 whites than among blacks.

 To test whether the effects of race arise from

 extrapolicy concerns regarding accessibility or from pre-
 dispositions that are difficult to change, I reestimated the

 equations in Tables 2 and 3, adding to the original set of
 predictors a measure of social distance, a dummy vari?
 able for legislators elected in 1992 or later, and interac?
 tion terms between black representation and each of
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION 727

 these new variables.9 Social distance is measured as the

 difference between the feeling thermometer score as-

 signed to the respondent's own racial group, e.g., the
 white feeling thermometer score for a white respondent,
 and the score she assigns to the opposite racial group,
 e.g., the black feeling thermometer score.10 If affective at-

 tachments to one's own racial group account for the
 preference for descriptive representation, then white con?

 stituents who feel relatively close to blacks as a group will

 respond more favorably to black MCs than will whites
 who feel more distant. At the extreme, for those whites

 who feel as close to blacks as they do to whites, there
 should be no difference in the attitudes or behavior to?

 wards Democratic legislators based on the legislator's
 race (i.e., the coefficient on the dummy variable for black

 representation should be statistically insignificant). If Af?

 rican Americans' greater willingness to contact black leg?
 islators has a similar affective basis, then black constitu?

 ents who feel no closer to blacks than they do to whites

 (i.e., a social distance score of zero) should be as likely to

 contact a white Democratic legislator as they would a
 black legislator.

 If, however, the race coefficients are capturing un-

 measured extrapolicy concerns, then assessments of
 black legislators should vary depending on whether the
 MC is among the younger generation of black office-
 holders, elected since 1992, who have been more likely to

 practice the "politics of commonality."11 For whites, the

 9I also tested models that controlled for whether the congressional
 district was majority-minority or majority-white. The coefficients
 on the district composition variables (a dummy variable and an
 interaction term between the dummy variable and the race of the
 legislator) were consistently statistically insignificant.

 10 The two feeling thermometer items range from 0 to 100; the dif?
 ferences, -100 to 100. Median social distance for white respon?
 dents is 10, indicating that the median white respondent feels 10
 degrees warmer towards other whites than towards blacks as a
 group. Median social distance for black respondents is 0, indicat?
 ing that the median black respondent feels as close to whites as a
 group as she does to other blacks.

 This social distance measure is the best available indicator of
 affective attachments. However, a more effective test of the hy?
 pothesis that the preference for descriptive representation is a re-
 flection of racial predispositions would include the more sophisti-
 cated measures typically used in the research on racial attitudes
 and policy preferences: simple prejudice, "symbolic" or "modern"
 racism, general measures of out-group hostility, and racial group
 consciousness (Bobo and Kluegel 1993; Sniderman and Piazza
 1993; Dawson 1994; Kinder and Sanders 1996). Unfortunately,
 these measures are not available in the ANES.

 nA "post-1992" dummy variable is a blunt tool for difTerentiating
 among legislators and testing for extrapolicy concerns. However, a
 more in-depth study ofthe representational styles of black legisla?
 tors is beyond the scope of this research. (Canon [1999] provides a
 useful framework for such a study.) The measure employed here
 allows for a conservative test of the hypothesis outlined; the find-
 ing of a significant effect suggests possibilities for future research.

 member-constituent relationship with these legislators
 should be more favorable than what generally exists with

 older generations of black MCs. It is less clear how con?

 tacting by black constituents would be affected by the
 different balance of representational styles observed
 among the younger generation of black Democratic leg?
 islators. Canon's (1999) research finds that the "politics
 of commonality" does not necessarily imply less atten-
 tion to the needs of black constituents. If so, then the

 likelihood of contacting a black legislator should not
 vary based on whether the legislator was elected before or
 after 1992 (i.e., the coefficient on the interaction term be?

 tween the 1992 dummy variable and the race ofthe legis?

 lator should be statistically insignificant). If, however, Af?

 rican Americans equate the racial exclusivity
 characteristic of the "politics of difference" with greater

 accessibility, then I should find greater contacting of
 black legislators elected before 1992 than those elected in
 1992 or later. The results are listed in Table 4.12

 Affective attachment to members of one's own racial

 group plays a real but limited role as a determinant of
 white attitudes towards black Democratic legislators. For
 white constituents who feel much closer to whites than

 they do to blacks, the effect of a legislator's race on job

 approval and favorability ratings is greater than it is for
 whites who feel as close to blacks as they do to other
 whites. When social distance is at its maximum (100), a

 white constituent rates a black Democratic legislator 21.8

 (7.8 + .14*100) feeling thermometer points below a
 white Democratic legislator; when there is no social dis?

 tance, the gap is reduced 64 percent to just 7.8 points. In
 short, white attitudes toward black legislators reflect ex-

 isting tensions in black-white relations. These tensions
 do not, however, fully explain the preference among
 whites for descriptive representation. Not only do white
 constituents who feel close to blacks continue to give
 lower job approval and favorability ratings to black
 Democratic legislators, but social distance has no effect
 on the likelihood of recalling the efforts of black legisla?

 tors, believing that these legislators could be "very help-
 ful" if contacted, or actually contacting a black MC. Re-

 gardless of how white constituents feel about blacks as a

 group, there is a significant difference between the mem?

 ber-constituent relationships with black Democratic leg?
 islators and those with white Democrats.

 In only one case, the likelihood that a legislator
 would be "very helpful" if contacted, is there clear evi-
 dence of differences among white constituents in their
 evaluations of black legislators based on whether that

 12 Since I found no relationship between descriptive representation
 and attitudes among black constituents (see Table 2), I do not
 present a new set of results for these attitude items in Table 4.
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 728  CLAUDINE GAY

 Table 4 Predicting Attitudes and Behavior Toward Democratic Representatives

 Note: Coefficient and standard error (in parentheses) estimates, and goodness of fit measures are combined statistical results across five multiply
 imputed datasets. "MC as Resource" is coded 1(Not Very Helpful), 2(Depends), 3(Somewhat Helpful), 4(Very Helpful). *p<.05, **p<.02, ***p<.01.

 legislator was elected before or after 1992. White con?
 stituents are more likely to consider the black legislators
 elected since 1992 "very helpful" than they are the legisla?

 tors elected prior to 1992, or even white Democratic leg?
 islators. Whereas the average white constituent is 35.6
 percent likely to consider a black Democrat elected in
 1992 or later to be "very helpful," she is only about 27
 percent likely to similarly assess a black Democrat elected
 before 1992 (26.4 percent) or a white Democratic legisla-

 tor elected after 1992 (26.5 percent). Thus, on at least one
 dimension, the "politics of commonality" resonates fa?
 vorably with white constituents, perhaps by addressing
 their extrapolicy concerns about accessibility In general,
 however, there is little evidence that white constituents

 distinguish among black legislators on the basis of repre-
 sentational style.

 The tendency among black constituents to contact
 black legislators at higher rates than they contact white
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION 729

 Democrats does not vary with social distance or with gen-

 erational differences between black legislators. Regardless
 of a constituent's affective attachment to other African

 Americans, she is more likely to contact a black legislator.

 Further, black constituents are no less likely to contact

 black legislators elected in 1992 or later than legislators
 elected before 1992, all else (e.g., years of service) equal.

 Thus, while it is clear that constituents assign some

 value to descriptive representation?with whites show-
 ing a consistent preference for legislators with whom
 they can identify racially ?it is not entirely clear what
 accounts for the trust invested in same-race elected offi-

 cials. After controlling for ideological differences and us-

 ing the best available measures to take into account con?

 stituents' extrapolicy concerns and affective attachments,

 the race of a legislator continues to affect white attitudes
 and the behavior of both blacks and whites. The racial

 dynamic underlying the member-constituent relation?
 ship is driven by a set of concerns or predispositions not

 easily captured in this analysis. It may be that the dy?
 namic has a strong affective basis but one rooted in a
 more overt out-group hostility that is not adequately
 measured by social distance. Alternatively, even the black

 legislators who practice the "politics of commonality,"
 while perceived as more "helpful" to whites than the leg?

 islators who practice the "politics of difference," may be

 failing to address all of white constituents' extrapolicy
 concerns. Perhaps black legislators as a group, regardless
 of their outreach to the white community, put more ef-

 fort into making themselves available to black constitu?
 ents than do white Democrats. This could explain the
 differences in contacting among black constituents; con-

 versely, white attitudes and behavior may stem from re-
 sentment over what appears as preferential treatment.
 Whatever the source of the effect, a constituent's ability

 to identify racially with her member of Congress has im-

 portant implications for her subsequent relationship
 with that elected official.

 Descriptive Representation and
 Congressional Approval

 To explore further the effects of constituents' ability to

 identify racially with their representatives, I turned from
 the attitudes and behavior that define the member-con?

 stituent relationship to perceptions of Congress as an in?
 stitution. Studies of minority office-holding at the local
 level have found that trust in city government is closely
 related to citizens' attitudes towards individual local po?

 litical actors and to perceptions of group representation

 in local government. In fact, Abney and Hutcheson
 (1981) found trust in city government to be more closely

 associated with group identification with the incumbent
 mayor than it was with perceptions of equity in the deliv-

 ery of public services. If public opinion regarding Con?
 gress is responsive to variations in the identification of
 racial groups with incumbent legislators of different
 races, then white constituents represented by white legis?

 lators should be more supportive of Congress than white

 constituents represented by black legislators. Black con?
 stituents who are descriptively represented should be
 more likely to approve of the performance of Congress

 than black constituents represented by white legislators.

 To test this hypothesis, I regressed the congressional ap-

 proval item on the same set of predictors used in Table 2.

 I also included two dummy variables indicating whether

 Democrats or Republicans controlled the House and
 Senate (partisan control of only one chamber is the
 omitted category), and four interaction terms between
 the party identification of the constituent and partisan

 control of the Congress. The results are listed in Table 5.
 Rather than the hypothesized "spiral of trust," the ef?

 fects of descriptive representation in Congress are con-
 fined to the member-constituent relationship. Public ap-

 proval of Congress as an institution is unrelated to
 citizens' ability to identify racially with their legislators.

 As indicated by the statistically insignificant coefficients

 on black representation and its interaction terms, white

 constituents represented by white Democrats are no
 more likely to approve of the performance of Congress
 than are white constituents represented by black Demo?
 crats. For most African-American constituents, opinion

 on Congress is similarly unaffected by the race of the leg?

 islators who serve them. It is only among the 38 percent
 of African Americans who self-identify as ideologically

 conservative that the race of the incumbent legislator in-

 fluences attitudes towards Congress. The average black
 conservative represented by a white Democrat serving in

 a Democrat-controlled Congress is 2.8 percentage points
 (37.1 percent versus 34.3 percent) more likely to favor?

 ably assess the Congress than a similar constituent repre?
 sented by a black legislator. Compared to the size of the
 measured effects reported in Tables 2 and 3, the influence

 of race on congressional approval among black conser-
 vatives is substantively insignificant.13 There is little

 13There is also no clear explanation for the direction of the effect.
 Perhaps it stems from constituents' assumptions about the relative
 influence of white and black legislators within the institution. If
 black legislators?trusted by liberal and conservative African
 Americans alike?are perceived to be on the margins of the insti?
 tution (whether for reasons of ideology or due to racism), their
 constituents may be less likely to draw favorable inferences about
 Congress as a whole.
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 Table 5 Predicting Congressional Approval Among Constituents
 of Democratic Representatives

 Note: Coefficient and standard error (in parentheses) estimates, and goodness of fit measures are combined statistical
 results across five multiply imputed datasets. *p<.05, **p<.02, ***p<.01.

 evidence that the effects of descriptive representation ex-

 tend beyond the dyadic relationship between members
 and constituents.

 The lack of significant spillover effects attributable
 to descriptive representation, while at odds with research

 on local politics, is consistent with research suggesting
 that constituents routinely distinguish between Congress
 and its members. Such distinctions may be understand-
 able in light of the limited influence of a single member
 ofthe legislature. The disconnect between the policy and
 extrapolicy concerns that lead constituents to contact
 and, in the case of whites, favor legislators with whom
 they racially identify and the relative stability of congres?

 sional approval may derive from a realization that it takes

 more than one in 435 to affect change in an institution

 and to satisfy the programmatic standards (e.g., expecta-
 tions about the manner of doing business) by which
 Congress is evaluated. For a constituent, the race ofa leg?
 islator may speak volumes about her priorities and acces-
 sibility, factors that can influence the member-constitu?

 ent relationship and can endear an individual legislator
 to her constituents, while offering no guarantees about
 the efficiency or the outputs of a legislative process in
 which the preferences of hundreds of political actors
 must be taken into account. A mayor, as a city's executive,

 is in a position to affect the direction of local govern?
 ment; the significance attached to racial change in the
 former is more likely to impact evaluations of the latter.
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 THE EFFECT OF DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION 731

 By comparison, constituents may recognize that a single

 black legislator is limited in her ability to affect signifi?

 cant change in congressional performance and, thus, sig?

 nificant change in attitudes about Congress.

 Conclusion

 Empirical research on black representation in Congress
 has emphasized the material gains associated with black
 electoral success over the "intangible goods" associated
 with citizens' ability to identify racially with their legisla?

 tors. Yet these "intangible goods," which some scholars
 have theorized to include feelings of trust and inclusion,

 sentiments critical to the proper functioning of a repre-

 sentative democracy, are politically significant enough to
 warrant closer examination. With this in mind, the pre-

 ceding analysis considered the effect of descriptive repre?

 sentation on the relationships between citizens, legisla?
 tors, and the Congress.

 Descriptive representation plays a real albeit limited

 role in shaping constituents' perceptions of their govern?
 ment. While there is no sign that constituents expect a
 single legislator to fundamentally alter how Congress
 does business, a constituent's ability to identify racially
 with her MC influences the attitudes and behavior that

 define the member-constituent relationship. White con?

 stituents are more likely to recall the efforts of white leg?

 islators, more likely to approve of their job performance
 and rate them favorably, and more likely to view these

 legislators as resources. Both white and African-Ameri-
 can constituents are more inclined to contact legislators

 who share their racial group membership.

 The preference for same-race elected officials reflects
 more than the rational calculations of policy-minded
 constituents, although the ideological differences that
 separate white and black Democratic legislators do affect
 constituents' evaluations. The findings suggest that extra-

 policy concerns such as skepticism about the accessibility
 of black legislators may play a role in white constituents'
 limited receptivity to black members of Congress; black

 legislators who adopt a more racially inclusive representa-
 tional style are more likely to be viewed by whites as re?
 sources. Affective attachments to members of one's own

 racial group also influence the preference for same-race
 legislators, with white constituents who generally do not
 feel close to blacks as a group being less likely to approve
 of or favorably rate black legislators.

 However, even after taking into account ideological
 differences and constituents' extrapolicy concerns, as well
 as the social distance that exists between whites and

 blacks, the attitudes and behavior that deflne the mem?

 ber-constituent relationship continue to differ based on a

 constituent's ability to identify racially with her represen-

 tative. The preference for same-race elected officials?
 particularly among whites, less so among blacks?is
 clear; however, the reasons behind this preference are less

 transparent. (In fact, neither extrapolicy concerns, as
 measured, or affective attachments can explain the Afri?

 can-American preference for contacting black legisla?
 tors.) Perhaps these preferences arise from other con?
 cerns regarding the efforts or character of elected
 representatives. Abney and Hutcheson, noting the close
 correlation between political trust and perceptions of
 honesty, conclude that public officials "may be agents of

 opinion change simply as a result of the images they
 project," regardless ofthe policies they pursue (1981,
 100). Alternatively, these preferences may arise from un-

 measured predispositions among constituents, such as
 out-group hostility as opposed to just affective in-group
 attachments. With better data, these theories may hold

 promise for future research.

 The effect of descriptive representation is limited not

 only insofar as it influences just the member-constituent
 relationship but also in that it appears to matter more
 consistently for white constituents than for blacks. What

 initially appeared to be a preference for descriptive repre?

 sentation among African Americans is largely explained

 by the ideological differences that separate white and
 black Democratic legislators. In the end, it is only the lev-

 els of particularized contacting that differ significantly
 based on whether a black constituent is represented by a

 black or white legislator.

 The asymmetry between whites and African Ameri?

 cans in the preference for descriptive representation,
 while consistent with earlier studies showing lower rates

 of crossover voting among whites (Bullock 1984; Will-
 iams 1990), is at odds with the concerns expressed by po?

 litical observers who openly worry about African Ameri?

 cans' willingness to "think beyond the desire for black
 faces and black solidarity" (Swain 1995, 210). Swain la-
 ments that "white liberal Democrats who view them-

 selves as the allies of African Americans cannot always
 count on black support" (Swain 1995, 216). Although
 white liberal Democrats are less likely than their black
 colleagues in the House to hear from black constituents,
 the results here suggest that it is white constituents and
 not African Americans who place the greater premium
 on race.

 For scholars concerned with issues of minority rep?

 resentation, these findings underscore the need to think

 broadly about the consequences of black office-holding,
 taking into account the ways in which it significantly
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 influences citizens' orientations towards politics and po?
 litical actors. Too often these influences have been dis-

 missed as matters of individual psychology without clear

 political implications. However, the attitudes associated
 with black office-holding are significant for what they in-

 dicate about the quality of representation and the ability

 of black representatives to build effective relationships

 with white constituents who, even in majority-minority
 districts, can account for more than one-third of a

 district's population. Furthermore, the behavior associ?
 ated with black representation may have important im?

 plications for the issues of policy responsiveness of con-

 cern to many social scientists. Because representatives
 attend to the participant community, the level of congru-

 ence between the policy preferences of constituents and

 the legislative priorities of members depends in part on

 the willingness of constituents to communicate their
 preferences through all modes of political participation.

 Conditions that undermine the willingness to reach out

 to legislators may also undermine the quality of policy
 representation. Conversely, conditions that facilitate ver-

 tical communication between constituents and legisla?
 tors may strengthen the link between constituent prefer?

 ences and legislative behavior. Thus, by appreciating the
 effects of descriptive representation on attitudes and be?

 havior, we may be able to better understand its policy
 consequences as well.
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